Teaching and Invocation of Divine Purpose
I take my seat in my heart and take myself to my foetus in my mother’s womb.My place of
interconnectivity to all that is was and will be. My greatest connection to Source and the divine
being that is me. For here is where my power and potency lies. That time before the forgetting of
the birth canal and the imprinting of fraud time and the reality rules of manifestion. This is my
divine blueprint that carries my eternal wisdom and purpose , the very reason for my
manifestation in this time space equation. And it is my birthright and legacy to connect to this
foetus energy and know my purpose. Before the imprinting of the system of domination and
controls choices enforced upon me through the global narrative in my unawareness.
I now make the sovereign choice to create my own narrative for myself that drowns out and out
creates this global narrative incursion into my reality. I say these sacred words built from heart
spaced wisdom of lifetime to lifetime knowingness and awareness. I am a sovereign being
claiming all of my experiences this lifetime and all lifetimes that give me my own sacred point of
view I need no other source other than my sacred self expression . For great mystery and great
spirit works though me and with me. I do not require global narratives messages to decide my
purpose for me based on their need to harvest my energy to support their facade. Global narrative
your voice and messages become ever more desperate in an attempt to distract me from
following my own path of inner healing and I see through your pretend stance of being the giver
and knower of all truths. You can no longer make choices for my future or influence my future .
I harness my own narrative of my own truth to connect to my rights of passage that speak louder
to me than the global narrative.
I look deep in to my soul and claim my birthright of speech from my heart, of song, of voice of
prayers, of dance, of poetry and writing of any creative expression I choose which helps me
define my purpose on earth at this time. For it is in the expression of creativity that we will find
our purpose. For creativity takes us out of the monkey mind of chatter and distraction and allows
space for our authentic selves to shine . For if I allow that, in that space of sacred self , I will find
my reason for being.
There are those who make the choice to never ask the question of their purpose. Or they ignore
the synchronicities and messages their patient souls flag up time and time again. They might
never choose to know their purpose this life time or they have unwittingly handed over their
choice of a future to the system or to the self imposed programs that subtly divert them away
from true source connection to their purpose. We are not here to decide on another’s purpose, for
it is in their own inner work of self mastery that that purpose will uncover itself. Celestial
teachers are often asked the question from those who are not recognising that the discovery of
their own potent presence will beg a path or paths to be created and cocreated with their higher
selves, earth mother, guides , guardians angels and ancestors. For potent presence requires an
outlet and outcome of self. A path that was created by our ancestors laid and mapped out for us.
For we laid that path ourselves . And whether we choose to follow that this lifetime and lay the
foundations for paths for our future selves depends very much on how we connect to our
purpose. We start many paths in life through distraction and disharmony that lead us nowhere.
And it is in the full awareness of this that those self illuminated masters bring harmony to

distortions and call out distractions so they may be intimate with their own divine purpose that
becomes exposed as everything not required for their journey falls away.
We uncover purpose through self illumination, self mastery , recognising our unlimited potential,
letting go of expectations. We are all here to dream the great dream of peace , in a void of
infinite potential. But how we choose to engage our frequency of life force remains our own
sovereign choice.
There are many ways on our journey of self discovery to find our purpose. It’s not always an ah
ha moment. Sometimes it’s trial and error, what flows , what doesn’t. But the key to purpose is
passion . What do you feel is your magical quest this life time ? Focus on that. What’s missing in
your life that if you engaged it would bring you the joy, flow, harmony, peace that you seek and
that you truly are. From that you will uncover the exquisite magic that is you.
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